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QUALITY FOR YOUR COMPANY

COMPANY
For us experience is motivation
For nearly a decade our customers have relied on the services of 3 WERK Deutschland GmbH. Drawing on our experience,
we constantly invest in our future as to continue to offer efficient solutions. Our focus is directed towards successfully
achieving our objectives.
The advantage of close proximity
From our offices in Pfullingen we focus on the southern German region and can quickly provide support directly on site. Our
employees are from the region and can easily make the short trip to your site to assist you directly in your projects.
Flexible personnel
Our personnel draw their motivation from the respectful collaboration with each other as well as by acknowledging dedicated
work. That is why you can take us at 3 WERK Deutschland GmbH at our word that corresponds to the mindset and actions
of each individual employee.
Knowledge of the industry
3 WERK Deutschland GmbH has grown with its suppliers in the automotive industry. Companies from the adjacent fields
of mechanical engineering now also depend on our services. For you, this means that 3 WERK is able to draw on its wide
knowledge of the industry to provide you with comprehensive advice.

LOCATIONS

Germany

Russia
Bulgaria

ASSEMBLY

LOGISTICS
PHILOSOPHY
You are our focus
It is important to us to ensure your success, maintain your competitiveness and obtain your objectives. That is why we
design our services according to your needs. With 3 WERK, our expertise will help you to achieve better results.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY ASSURANCE

We follow the rules in our daily work
Qualitatively good results can be attained whenever each individual employee makes an effort to reach a common goal.
To ensure this happens, we make sure that you have sound working conditions:
Our employees consider themselves as integrated staff members
Collaboration with each other is characterized by respect and fairness

LOGISTICS

LOGISTICS
LOGISTICS

Dedication is supported and skills are promoted
Performance-based salaries and wages add motivation and determination
We work towards a better future
Responsibility for resources informs our sustainable approach
We work towards securing employment positions while also attaining your objectives

MONTAGE

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

EXPERTS

EXPERTS
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
Testing, sorting, and reworking
We maintain the quality of your products and make sure that deliveries are made on time, at your
company, your customers’ plant or at our site, for example, for goods dispatch after production or for
goods receipt before assembly. Transparent daily, weekly or monthly reports or also, upon request, status
reports provide you with precise information on which tasks have been completed and when. Also upon
request, we can provide you with your own server access to retrieve these data.

Quality Planning and Risk Minimization
Competences gained from experience can help to minimize errors. Potential errors must be identified and
countermeasures should be in place for the entire added value chain, including the phases of development,
construction, series planning, prototype production, and pilot production. Depending on the project phase
/ production phase, engineers or specialists ensure that the subsequent processes are conducted more
efficiently and more cost-effectively, thereby raising the level of quality.

Visual checks
Using illuminated magnifiers, microscopes or endoscopes we are also able to recognize even the smallest
discrepancies and tolerance limits.

Nondestructive materials testing
Using either your measuring equipment or ours, we carefully and reliably check whether the material
quality of your work pieces fulfill the accepted specifications. For this, we use electrical, magnetic, thermal or optical, and if necessary also chemical testing methods.
Further process
Individual models of your products may require additional processing that may have not been included in
the planning for your standard production processes. Acting as an extended workbench, 3 WERK offers
diverse material processing methods to cost-effectively individualize your products.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Resident engineer and trouble shooter
Experienced engineers with integrative skills help you to transfer data to production systems and
promptly introduce the technology to your customers. They advise your customers and train them to
work with the new system. For example, working as trouble shooters, they can process cases of
production warranties. They support you in evaluating and selecting suppliers, optimizing logistics
processes and the flow of materials.
Implementation of quality assurance systems
To calculate quality figures, we set up a reliable quality management system for you and describe
process workflows, for example, from goods receipt to production and finally goods dispatch.

EXPERTS
The services offered are rendered by personnel of 3 WERK Deutschland GmbH as well as affiliated
companies.
In addition, 3 WERK Deutschland GmbH offers placement of specialist and managerial staff for
technical fields, in particular quality assurance and quality management.

LOGISTICS
Scalable capacities and coordinated logistics are required for ‘just in time’ from production to quality
assurance inspection and for either rectification of defects or delivery to your customer.
If buffer stocks need to be included, you may have shortages in your own capacities. 3 WERK supports
you with networked logistics, transport and warehouse space, for example for palettes and lattice boxes. Of course, careful unpacking and packing is included.

ASSEMBLY
Reserve your capacities for your core competences. Pre-assembly, group assembly or final assembly
require careful and steady hands. The necessary hard skills for such projects are usually different than in
the production process.
3 WERK is prepared, flexible and ready to act in installation projects. – Upon request, we can provide
complete packages that contain all the necessary steps from the testing process to labeling, packing
and dispatch.

